UNCP Chemistry and Physics Club Presents:

SPEAKER SERIES

Lindsay Mitchell and Jared Castellani

Career Opportunities and Responsibilities in the Field of Forensic Toxicology

September 26th in Ox. 3246 at 4pm or via WebX!

Co-Hosted by the UNCP Criminal Justice Club!

More Speaker Information!

This publication is available in alternative formats upon request. Please contact the Accessibility Resource Center, Oxendine Administrative Building, Room 110, 910-521-6695.
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**Title:**
Forensic Toxicologists at the South Carolina Law Enforcement Division (SLED)

**A Virtual Presentation!**

**Education:**
Lindsay Mitchell - Master of Professional Studies (M.P.S.)
Jared Castellani - Master's Degree (MSFS) and Certified with the American Board of Forensic Toxicology (D-ABFT-FT)

**Join us in Ox. 3246 at 4pm in person or via WebX on Tuesday!!**

This publication is available in alternative formats upon request. Please contact the Accessibility Resource Center, Oxendine Administrative Building, Room 110, 910-521-6695.
Q&A with Mitchell and Castellani:

1. What is one piece of advice you would give to students seeking a career in your field?

"The decisions you make now can have a large impact on your future. Most law enforcement/forensic jobs will polygraph, so drug use, poor choices, etc in college could affect your application process."

2. What has been your favorite accomplishment or experience in either your educational career or occupation?

"For Jared and I, our favorite experience has been the conferences we’ve been able to attend. It’s a great way to learn more about the field and meet other people from all over the country and/or world."